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A method for the analysis of multistory one-bay unsymmetrical 
frames is presented. The effects of sidesway are included directly 
in the analysis. 
The carry-over joint moment equation is used as a mathematical 
tool for the solution of the problem. This is a process of iteration 
which may be carried out to any degree of accuracy. 
As in most methods of structural analysis for this type of frame, 
the effects of shear and normal forces are neglected. 
are assumed to have a constant moment of inertia. 
All members 
The carry-over moment procedure was first published in 1958 (1). 
Many other studies have been made since then for its use in the analy-
sis of various types of structures {2,3,4). 
A comprehensive list of references and a complete history of the 
development of the carry-over moment procedure is given in the work by 
Tseng (5). 
The author 1 s contribution is the extension of the carry-over pro-
cedure, with correction for sidesway included, to the analysis of one-
bay, unsymmetrical multistory frames with rectangular panels and members 
of constant cross-section. 
CHAPTER 11 
GENERAL SLOPE DEFLECTION EQUATIONS 
I. Member Equations 
A one-bay multistory unsymmetrical frame acted on by loads as 
shown in Fig. I is considered. This is approximately the effect of 
wind loads on bui !dings using curtain wall construction with panels 
fastened to the spandrel beams. 
The general slope deflection equation for a member subject to ind 
rotations and relative displacements bf the ends is written for any 
member j k. 
(la) 
where Ckj is the carry-over factor from joint k to joint j and is equal 
to one-half for ~traight members of constant cross-section. The val-
ue tk is the relative displacement of end k from end j divided by the 
length of member jk, and the value Kjk is the stiffness factor of mem-
ber j k. 
Using the carry-over value of one-half, and Kjk equal Kkj for 
straight members with constant cross-section, the slope deflection 
equatio~ (la) becomes 
K.k 9k 3 Kjk tpk 

























The general slope deflection equation for any girder jj I is written. 
K. I. e. I 
M K e + C K e. I = K + I I I jj1= jjl j jlj j1j j jjl 2 ( l c) 
2. Joint Equation 
By the laws of static equilibrium, the summation of moments at any 
joint j must equal zero. 
2,M. = 0 == M •. + M .• 1+ M.k 
j JI jj j 
(2a) 
at 
Using equations (la) and (lb), the moments a-R-d joint j may be written. 
K .. 9. 3K.,l}J, 
M Ke+ IJ 1+ IJ J '' = '. ' 2 2 j I f I j j 
(2b) 
The substitution of Eqs. (2b) into Eq. (2a) yields the joint equation 
at joint j. 
K .. 9. 3 K .. ,lr, 
2,M.= O=K .. e.+ 'i '+ 1ft'i 
j I j j 
Combh11i ng te-rms: 
K .. e. K .. 1 
1~ 1 +e. (K .. +K .. 1+K.k)+ 11 2 j lj JJ J 
Ki k ek + 3 Ki j ~j + 3 K j k lf}k = 0 





STORY SHEAR EQUATIONS 
I. Shear Equations in terms of Moments 
A portion jkj 1k 1 of the frame in Fig. (I) is isolated as shown in 
Fig. (2) . The shear equation for any story j may be written in terms 
of the column end moments. 
M~ 
-v-Mk4r ---1 ... 
vkl V . k I I I 
(0 ~Mkk' k'J) ® . --pk 
Mk'k 
vkj vkk' vk'j 








Since there are no transverse loads acting on the columns between joints 
vj k vkj = Shear in column jk 
vkl = Vlk.= Shear in column kl' etc. 
Then 
v. = v .. + V. I. I = Shear in story j 
J I J . I J 
vk vjk + vj lk I Shear in story k, etc. 
By the Jaws of static equilibrium, the story shear times the story 
height must equal the sum of the column end moments in the story. 
V. h. M .. + M .. + M. I. I + M. I' I J J IJ JI I J J I 
(3) 
V h · = k k Mjk + Mkj + Mj ·k I + Mk 'j I 
2 . · Sh ear £g uati on ln t-e·rms of 'S lop·~-s--am:1-·'fnrrrs--t-at+orrs·· 
-:: ! ' 
By substituting the required Eq~. (l) int~ Eqs. (3), the following 
shear equations in terms of slopes and translations may be written. 
V. h. 
J j 
M •• + M .. + Mi 1 • 1 + M. 1 ., 
JI lJ l ) J I 
K.' .· ·e . 3 K .. iJ;. 
K •. e. + ii :I + ii ! 
I J I . _ 
+K .. e. 
IJ 




3 K •• 
= I J 
2 
J 
K .. e. 3 K., lp, 
+ I I I + I I I 2 2 
K. I. I 9. I 3 
e .• + I I J + I 2 
K. I. I 1/(. 
I J 'f'J 
2 
K .•. , e., 3 K.,., l/J. 
e + I I I + I I j j I 2 2 
e. 3 K .. e. 3 K. 1 • 1 e., 3 K. 1 • 1 e. 1 I + I J J + I J I + ____ 1 _.._J ___ ,_ 
2 2 2 
+ 3 (K .. + K. I. I) 1 1 '•• 
I J I J 't'j 
7 
Also 
3 K. k e. 3 K. k ek 3 K. 1 k I e. 1 3 K. 1 k I ek 1 I J+ I+ J '+-'""''---. 2 2 2 2 
(4a) 
Solving for i_/;j and lpk ' 
l [ 3 K .. 9 3 K .. e. V h ~ 'I. I I I I 
3(K .. + K. I. I) j j 2 2 
IJ I J 
3 K. 1. 1 e. 1 3 K.,., 9.1 
- I I I I J I . 
2 2· 
l [vk 
3 K.k e. 3 Ki k ek 
h - J J 
3 (Kjk + Kj I k I) k 2 2 
3 K. lk I e. I 3 Ki,~, Gkj 1- . . I 
2 
(4b) 
3, Joint Equation in terms .of Slopes 
Substituting the results of Eqs. (4b) into Eq. (2c) a new form of 
joint equation is derived. 
0 
(5a) 
This equation may be reduced to 
8 - l 3 (Ki . ) 2 . 3 (K. k) 2 J 
0 = ej :ZKj - 4(Kij+ Ki 'j ,) - 4(Kjk+ JKj 'k') 
l K .. 1 3 (K .. ) (K. 1 • 1 ) 3 (K. k) (K. 1 k 1) J +e ...il.:.._ 11 i J ' ' j 1 2 4 (K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) - 4 (K. k+ K. 1 k 1) 
I J I J J J 
l K. . 3 (K •. )2 j [ 3 (K .. ) (K. 1 • 1 ) J +e ....!..J.._ i ·+e - ·11 i' i 2 4 (K .. + K. , . ; ) i ' 4 (K .. + K. , . , ) 
I J I J · I J I J 
+a .__l..!5.- .. I +e - I I l K.k 3(K.k)2 j l 3(K.k) (K. 'k') J k . 2 4 (Kj k + K j I k 1 ) k 1 4 (K j k + Kj , k ~ ) 
K .. h. V. K.1k hk Vk + Ii I I + . 
2 (Ki j + Ki I j 1 ) 2 (Kj k + Kj , k,) (5b) 
Eq. (5b) is referred to as the six~slope equation b~cauie of its 
simi Jarity to the well known three-moment equation (6). 
CHAPTER IV 
PHYS I CAL INTERPRETATION OF CONSTANTS 
It can be shown that the coefficients of the 0 15 in Eq. (5b) are 
constants for any given frame, and may be derived individually by con-
sidering the physical properties of the frame. 
1. Modified Joint Stiffness Factor 
A portion of the frame in Fig. (1) is isolated as shown in Fig. (3). 
The modifieq Joint stiffness factor is defined as the moment required 
at joint j to produce a unit rotation at that joint w:th translation 
al lowed and all other joints· locked. 
M. 
J 
,/, = ,Q,k 










From Eqs. (lb) and (le) the moments at joint j are written. 
M." I= K .. I e. 
JJ JJ J 
3 K .. lpj 
M .. K .. e. + I I JI IJ J 2 
The summa-tion of internal moments at joint j must then equal the applied 
moment M .. 
J 
:ZM. M. Mjk + M ..• + M .. J J JJ J I 
3 K .. 1fj + 3 K.k lj;k 0. (K. k + K ..• + K .. ) + I I I J J JJ IJ 2 2 
3 K .. ~. 3 K.k ljJ k 
:ZK. e. + I I '+ I (6a) J J 2 2 
Since there are no externally applied horizontal forces, the sum of the 
column end moments in story k must equal zero. 
K.k e. 3 K.k lfis 
Mkj 
I I + I 2 2 
3 K. 'k I ~k 
Mj I k I 
I 
2 
3 K. 'k I lpk 
Mk I j I 
I 
2 
The sum of the column end moments in story k is written. 
0 
'j j 
Solving for ~k ' 
lf)k = 
K.k 0. 
I · I 
2(Kj k + Kj I k I) · (6b) 





2(K .. + K. I. I) J IJ I J 
(6c) 
Substituting the values for lpj and lpk into Eq-; (6a), the·following 











With ej = I as 
. (6d) 
This is the modified joint stiffness and wi II be referred to as 2,K*· 
J 
2. Modified Joint Moment Carry-Over Factor 
The modified joint moment carry-over factor from joint j I to 
joint j is defined as the joint moment at j due to a unit joint moment 
applied at j I with translation allowed and al I other joints locked. 
See Fi g . ( 4) . 
The end moments for the columns in story k are written. 
3 K.k l);k 
Mj k Mkj 
I - 2 
3 K. I k I t/J k 
Mj I k I Kj 'k I 0. I + I J 2 
K. I k' 0, I 3 K. I k' l/J k 
Mk 'j I 
I I + I 2 2 
h,. 
1/1 - j 
'+"· h ' J j 
Fig. 4c 
and are summed to equal zero. 
0 
Solving for lpk' 
By the same method, the unknown 
, I, K. I. I e. I 
'f' =- 1. I I 
j 2(K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) 
IJ I J 
The moment at joint j is written 
M .. + M .. I+ M.k 
JI JJ J 
lf). is found to. be 
J 
3 K .. ,/r, K., I 0. I 3 K.k ,/,k 








Substitution of the values from Eqs. (7a) and (7b) into Eq. (7c) gives 
rK · · 1 3K • • t K • 1 • 1 3K • kt K • 1 k 1 ~ ..J..J....:.. + __!J_ - I + ~ - __,.._....._ __ _ 6j 1 2 2 2 (K .. + K. , . , ) 2 2 (K. k+ K. , k , J 
· I J I J J J 
M. 
J 
6 ...J..L.:._ IJ I I I I rK .. 1 3(K .. ) (K.,. ,) 3(K.k) (K. 'k') J j 1 2 4(Kij+ Ki 'j ,) - 4(Kjk+ Kj 'k') . (7d) 
The moment at joint j' is 
M 0 2, K~', = j I j I j I 
with M. I equal one as assumed. Solving for e. I' 
J J 
M. I J 
0. I No - (7e} - ~K~:,i J 
J J 
,Thus the joint moment carry-over factor from joint j' to joint j' 




K .. 1 3(K .. )(K.,.,) 3(K.k)(K.,k,)~ 
- M = _u_:__ I j I I - I ., I 
rj 'j- j 2,K~f, 2 4(K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) 4(K.k+ 1 K. ,k,) 
J , lj I j J J 
(7f) 
t 
The modified joint moment carry-over factor from joint i to joint j is 
defined as the moment at joint j due to a unit moment applied at joint 
i with translation allowed and all other joints locked.: See Fig. (5), 
The erid moments for the columns in story j are written 
3 K. I. I l/J i 
M. I. I M.,. I I I - 2 I J J I 
3 K .. 1fli M •. K .. e. + I I IJ IJ I 2 
K .. 0. 3 K .. 1+lj 
M •. I I I + I I JI 2 2 
and are summed to equal zero. 
M.= l 
I 
-===="'if i I 
Fig. 5 
0 M .• + M .. + M. 1 • 1 + M. 1 • 1 
I J J I I J J I 
3 K .. 0. 1j; I I I . 
2 + 3 (K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) • 
I J I J J 
Solving for t. 
J 
11 r K .. 0. 'f' - . I I 
j - - 2 (K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) 
I J I J 
The moment at joint j is written 
M. 
J 
M .. = 
JI 
K .. 0. 
I I I 
2 
3 K .. lf. + II I 
2 
0.,·rK2i j + _3 _K.'-'-1 j t Ki. ~ 
2 - 2 (K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) 
IJ I J 
0 ·1 lK2i j - 3 ~Ki i) 2 j 
4(K.. K. 1 ."J 
I J I J 
The moment at joint is 












Thus the joint moment carry-over factor from joint 






I [K. . 3 (K .. )2 J -=---- -Ll. - I tK~:: 2 4 (K . .,+ K. 1 • 1 ) 
I I j I j 
· 15 
(7 i) 
to joint j, 
(7 j) 
By the.same method it can be shown that the joint moment carry-over 
factor from joint k to joint j, referred to as rkj, is 
(7k) 
The modified joint moment carry-over factor from joint i I to joint j 
i·s define-cl as- the moment at jornt J due to a unit Joint moment appliecl 










The end moments for the columns in story 
3 K .. "Pi M .. M .• I I 
IJ J I 2 
3 K. I. I "Pi M. I. I K. I. I a. I + I I I J I J I 2 
K. I. I 0, I 3 K. I. I "Pi 
M. I' I 
I I I + I I J I 2 2 
and are summed to equal zero. 
0 M .. + M .. + M. 1 • 1 + M. 1 • 1 
I J J I I J J I 
3 K.,., 0., 
1 I 1. + 3 (K + 2 .. 
IJ 
Solving for 1+1; 
J 
lp,= 
J 2 (K .. + K. D .' 1 ) 
I J I J 




J I . 2 
3 K •. 
I I 
2 
3 (K .. ) (K. 1 • , ) 0. 1 
I I I I I 
4(K .. + K. I',) 
IJ I J 
The moment at joint i I is 
M. 1 0. 1 2,K;:: 1 
I I I 
j are written 
with M. 1 equal one as assumed. 
I 









Thus the joint moment carry-over factor from joint i' to joint j, 
referred to as r. 1 ., is 
I J 
r • I • 
I J 
M. --- IJ I I r3 (K .. ) (K. 1 • 1 ) ~ J K\,\ 4 (K .. + K. 1 • , ) • IJ I J 
17 
(7n) 
By the same method it can be shown that the joint moment carry-over 
factor from joint k 1 to joint j, referred to as rk'j, is 
3 (K. k) (K. 1 k 1 ) 
I I (7o) 
3. Fixed End Joint Moments 
The fixed end joint moment is defined as the moment at joint j due 











1jJ D· tp =~ - .=l. j- h. k hk J 
Fig. 7 
18 
For static equilibrium the story shear times the story height must equal 
the sum of the column end moments. For story j 
V. h. M .. + M .. + M.,., + M. I' I 
J J IJ J I I J J I 
3 K .. tf;i 3 K .. ti 3 K. I. I lj; j 3 K. I' I 'f. I I + 11 + I I + I I I 2 2 2 2 
3 (K .. + K. I • I ) 1 I '. 
I J I J 'f"J 




3 (K. . + K. , . , ) 
IJ I J 
(8a) 
The column end moments may now be written in terms of known values. 
M .. 
JI 
3 K .. , I'. 
I I 't" I 
2 
3 K .. [ V. h. ~ ~~'~I . 
2 3 (K. ; + K • , . , ) 
I J I J 
K .. V. h. 
I (8b) 
2 (K .. + K. 1 • 1 ) 
I J I J 
The other column encj moments, M .• ·, M. 1 • 1 , and MJ. 1 •11 , may be determined JI I J 
in asimilar manner. 




2 (K .. + K. 1 • , ) 
I J I J 
dccured quite frequently in previous derivations. It is obvious from 
insp~ction of Eq. (8b) that this value is a constant for each column 
in each story, such that when the story moment, V.h., is multiplied by 
J J 
this constant the result is the guided end moment for column ij. This 
constant wi 11 be referred to as Q ... 
IJ 
The fixed end moment for joint j is written 
2,FM. = M .. + M .. 1 + MJ'k J J I JJ 
(Be) 
CHAPTER V 
JOINT MOMENT EQUATION 
l. Joint Moment Notation 
The following notation wi II be introduced 
JM. = Joint Moment at j =· 2,K,:, 8. 
J J J 
JMk Joint Moment at k = 2.Kt ek , etc., 
where the joint moment is defined as the product of the modified joint 
stiffness and the angle of rotation of the joint. 
R . ' E (5b) d k' h b ' ' 8 JM ewr1t1ng q. , an ma 1119 t e su st1tut1on = 2,K''', 
2 2 . 
O= JM. [2.K _ 3(Ki.) . _ 3(Kjk) . J 
2. K,:, . j 4 (K .. + K. , . , ) 4 (K. k+ K. , k, ) 
J IJ I J J J _ 
JM. , [ K .. , .3 (K .. ) (K. , . , ) 3(K. k) (K. , k, )~ +~ ....J...J....:. 11 11 .. I I 





~(K .. >J ~ JM~, [ J 3(K .. )(K.,.,~ 
+ I ......!.J_ - I I - I I I I 
2.K~.,~ 2 4(K .. + K. I',) 2_K,:,, 4(K .. + K. I',) I J I J _ I · I J I J . __ 
+ 
K .. V. h. K.,k Vk hk 
II I I + . 
2(K .. + K. I',) 2(KJ'k+ KJ. 'k') 




2. Joint Moment Equation 
Substituting into Eq. (9a) the respective constants from Eqs. (6d), 
(7f), {7j), (7k), (7n), (7o), and (Be), and transposing terms, the joint 
moment equation for joint j is written. 
JM. 
J 
- r. • · JM. • 
J J J 
r .. JM. 
I J I 
A joi,nt moment equation similar to Eq. (9b) is wriUen for each 
joint in the structure. This system of equations may be solved by a 
carry-over procedure as illustrated in the numerical example. 
CHAPTER. VI 
FINAL END MOMENTS 
The final end moments are found from the joint moments after the 
carry-over procedure is completed. Using Eq. (2b) the f i na 1 end 
moments at joint j are written. 
Kjk ek 3 K.k 1-/-\ 
Mj k Kj k e.+ + J J 2 2 
K .. I 0. I 
M .. I K .. I e. + 11 I ( 1 Oa) JJ JJ J 2 
K .. e. 3 K .. lJ; i 
M .. K •. e. + I I I + I I JI IJ J 2 2 
The values of~ and\J{ are obtained from Eqs. (6c), (7b), (7g), (71), 
and (Ba). 
Q. I' I 0. I 
I J I 
V. h. 
+ 3 (K .. + K. , . , ) 
I J I J 
Substituting the valu~s of 1J!j andtf{ into Eq;:. (Joa) and using the 
joint moment notation, a new form of end· moment equation is written. 
22 
K.k Q. 'k'J I I . 2· 
23 
Q. 'k' 
- JM. ,~K-'· J 2_,K,;,' 
J 
(!Ob) 
Using nomenclature previously introduced and that in Table I, Eq. (!Ob) 
is written 
D·* I. 
M .. 1 = D,:,. 1 JM. + -1..:..J.2 JMJ. 1 
JJ JJ J 
( I Oc) 
M.. D,:,. JM. + r .. JM. + r. 1 • JM. 1 + r. 1 • JM. 1 + V. h. Q .. 
JI JI J IJ I JI J I J I J J IJ 
·and for joint j 1 
M. e. 
J J 
( I Od) 
M. 1 • 1 = D,:, 1 • 1 JM. 1 + r. 1 • 1 JM. 1 + r .. , JM. + r .. 1 JM. + V. h. Q. 1 • 1 J I J I J I J I JI J IJ I J J I J , 
TABLE I 
CONS1ANTS FOR ANY JOINT j 
K .. 
·Q:,·, =-· I 
IJ - 2(K .. +K.,.,) 
I J I J 
K~:,. =, "K,. - (1 ,5) (K .. ) (Q .. ) 
I J I J I J I J 
K*., = K.' I JJ . JJ 
K~:,k = K.k- (1 .5) (K.k) (Q.k) J . J J J 
~. 1 ' 1 = 2 (K + K ) -I j " • I• I 










[ (0.5)(K .. ,)-(1.5)(K .. )(Q. 1 • 1)-(1.5)(K.k)(Q.,k) JJ lj I J · J J ~ 
nj k -
r .. = 
JI 














[ (0.5) (Kjk) - (I ,5) (Kjk)(Qjk~ 
[ (0.5) (K .. ) - (1.5) (K .. ) (Q .. ~ 
lj IJ IJ~ 
[-(1.5) (Kjk) (Qj 'k'~ 
[ - ( 1 . 5) (K .. ) ( Q. 1 • 1 )l 
IJ I J j 
24 
CHA~T~R VI I 
N~MERICAL EX~~PLE 
I. Statement of Problem 
To illustrate the use of th~ ~rocedure d~rived in the predeeding 
chapters, the frame in Fig. (8) wi 11 be analy$ed. The assumed sections 
and moments of inertia ar~ shown oh the frame. 
12 WF 27 e' 
2.0k e 
I= 204.1 
8 WF 24 8 WF 48 10'-0 I= 82.5 I= 183.7 
d 12 WF 2 d' 
4.0k 
I= 204.1 
8 WF 24 8 WF 48 10 1 -0 I - 82.5 I= 183.7 
12 2 c' 4.0k C I= 204.1 




10 WF 49 10 WF 89 10 1-0 
I= 272.9 I= 542.4 
a a' ~ 
~~ ~~ 





2. Calculation of Constants 
The relative value of-+- wi 11 be used for the stiffness factor K. 
K = ab 
K a 1 b 1 -
K = ba Kbc = Kcb 
Kb 1a 1 = Kb 1c 1 = Kc 1 b 1 = 
K de 
2z2.~. 














Calculation of constants for the carry-over moment procedure follows in 
a tabular form simi Jar to Table I. 
Joint a 
2.275 0.167 2(2.275 + 4.518) 
~a 1 b 1 == 2(K b-t- K 'b' ) a a 
4.518 0.333 2(2.275 + 4.518) 
K!b = Kab _.:; ·(_1.5) (Kab) (Qab) = 2.275 - (1.5) (2.275) (0.167) 1.701 
\ 
K~'( 
I .701 o··· - ab 0 ab - LK-,'r - cf:) a 
r aa 1 r ab r ab' - 0 




Joint a 1 
Ka 1b 1 - (l .5)(Ka 1b 1 )(Qa 1 b 1 ) 
2.258 
4.518- (1 .5) (4.518)(0.333) 
D·'· -a'b' -
ra 1a = ra 1 b 1 .;:::= ra 1b = 0 
Joint b 
Q~b = 0.167 
K 
Q _ be 
be - 2 (Kb + Kb, , ) 
s:;:< K·'· -L, b -
C · C 
•''•I a ',• • 
·.\· 
46.7 1 k 
2.275 o. 167 2(2.275+ 4.518) 
4.518 
0.333 2 ( 2 . 27 5 + 4 . 5 18) 






ba l .zo1 0 .400 
LK6 4.252 
K·'· 
0.850 D·'· - bb
1 









. l ' 
rbb 1 = IKr; [(o. 5) (Kbb') - (l .5) (Kab) (Qa'b') - (l .5) (Kbe) (Qb'e'~ 
~- [o.23~ [co.5) (0.850) - (1 ,5) (2.275) (0.333) - (1.5) (2.275) (0.333~ 
= - 0.431 
r = be 
r = pa 
L.!6 [ (0. 5) (Kbe) - ( I . 5) (Kbc) (QbeTI 
[o.235J [Jo.5) c2.21s) - c1 .5) c2.21s> co.161B 
+ 0.133 
!!r; [(o ,5) (Kb) - ( I ,5) (Kb) (Qab)] 
[0.235] [(0.5)(2.275) - (l ,5) (2.275) (0.167)] 
+ 0.133 
rbe'= L.~1;' [-(J:5)(Kbe)(Qb;c;~~ ~:23~[--(J:5)(2:275)(0:333)] 
= - 0.266 
rba'= ~~G [ -(1.5) (Kab) (Qa'b')J- [0.235][-(1.5) (2.275) (0.333D 
= - 0.266 
:Z:,FM~ = Vb hb °"ab+ Ve he Qbe 
'k :__+ 40 .o 
( 1 0) ( 14) ( O . l 6 7) + ( l O) ( l O) ( 0 • I 6 7 ) 
29 
Joint b' 
(4._518) - (I .5)(4.518)(0,333) 
- 2.258 
- 2.258 
LKs, - K6 1a 1 + K5 'b + K";': .. b'c' 5 .366 
D~'-', I 
K6 1a 1 2.258 0.420 -
!Ki;, 
-










D5 1 c 1 
b1c 1 - 0.420 ~ :ZK·'· 5,366 b' 
!,~~'( [(o.5)(Kbb')- (l. 5)(Ka 1 b 1 )(Qab)- (l. 5)(Kb 1c 1 )(Qbc)] 
b' . 
. @· 18~ rro.5) (0.850) - (I .5) (4.518) (0. 167) _:_ (I .5) (4.518}(0. 167~ 
' - 0.342 
rb'c' = !~61 CTo. 5) (Kb'c'} - (l .5 ) (Kb 1c 1 ) (Qb 1c 1 TI 
= [o. 186] ~0.5)(4.518) - c1.5) (4.518) (0.333B 
0 
rb'a'= ~~6• [(o.5)(Ka'b')---' (I .5)(Ka'b')(Qa'b')] 
= ~.186] ~0.5) (4.518) - (1.5) (4.518) (o.333~ 
0 
rb'c = ~~G• [:-_(I .5) (Kb'c') (Qbc~ =@.18~ [ -(I .5) (4.518) (0.167~ 
= ~ 0.211 




:ZFMb, Vb hb Qa'b' + Ve he Qb'c' = (10) (14) (0.333) + (10) (10) (0.333) 
= +so.a 'k 
Joint c 
Qcd = 2 (Kcd + Kc, d,) 
K 'd' , . C 




K·'· " -C 




cb + K.,'( ·cc' 
K·'· " cb 
+ 
D .. k - l. 701 
cb 2,K;', 3 .078' 
C 
K·'· 







, 0. 687 
2(0.687 + 1.530) 
l . 530 
2(0.687 + 1.530) 
0. 155 
0.345 
(2.275) - (1.5) (2.275) (0.167) 









rec•- 2_~;'( [(o. 5)(Kcc 1)- (I.S)(Kbc)(q_b'c')- (I.S)(Kcd)(Qc 1d 1 ~ 
C 
=[0.325] ~0.5) (0.850) - (1.s) (2.275) (0.333) - (1.5) (o.687) (o.345~ 
~ 0.347 
r = cd L~~·( [co.5) (Kcd) - (1.5) (Kcd) (Qcd)] 
C 
- ~-32~ ~0.5) (0.687) - (1.5) (0.687) (0.155~ 
= + 0.060 
r cb = !~~·~ [ (O · 5) (Kbc) - ( 1 · 5) (Kbc) (Qbc)J 
C 
= ~.32~ [co.5) (2.275) - (1.5) (2.275) (0.167D 
= + 0.184 
r cd'= 2.~'2. [-(1.5) (Kcd) (Qc'd'~ =::: ~.32~[-(1.5) (0.687) (0.345~ 
. - 0.116 
= - 0.370 




(4.518) ~ (1.5) (4.518) (0.333) 
K·'· - K - K C1 C - c'c - cc' 
2.258 
0.850 





D2, b I -:-
c'b' 2.258 0.588 2'.K•': I - 3.846' 
C 
K·'· 0.850 D·'· c'c 0.221 
c'c 
- ~),'l'>, 3.846 -
C 
D2 1d 1 
K2'd' o.z28 0. 191 - ~)-·· 3.846 C• 
rc•c= !~2. [(o. 5)(Kcc 1)- (1. 5)(Kb 1 c 1 )(Qbc) - (1. 5)(Kc 1d 1 )(QcdTI 
@.260] ~0.5) co.8so) - (1.5) (4.518) (0.167) - (1.5) (1.530) co.155D 
- 0.276 
rc 1d 1 = I,~•': 1 [(o. 5)(Kc 1d 1 ) '-- (l. 5)(Kc 1d 1 )(Qc 1d 1 ~ 
C . 
t= ~.26~ [co.5) (1 .530) - (1.5) (1 .530) (0.345D 
- 0.007 
r c'b' = !~•': [(0.5) (Kb'c') - (1.5) (Kb'c') (Qb'c'~ 
c• 
= [0.260] [(0.5) (4.518) - (1.5) (4.518) (0.333)] 
0 
= - 0.092 
r c 1b 
= - 0.294 




Kde o.68z O. 155 
2 (Kde + Kd, e,) 2 ( O . 68 7 + 1 . 5 3 O) -
Kd 1e 1 l .5JO 0.345 
2 (Kde + Kd, e,) - 2(0.687 + 1.530) -
Kac Kcd - (1.5) (Kcd) (Qcd) = (0.687) ~ (1.5) (0.687) (0.155) 
K·'· 
dd 1 




~ O .527 
I Ka - Kac + K·'· dd' + Kae 1.904 
K"'· 
Dae 
de 0.527 0.277 -
~Ka 1 .904 
K·'· 
0.850 
Dad 1 = 
dd 1 0.446 
!K3 l .904 
Dae 
K'ae 0.527 0.277 
fK3 I .904 
-
rdd' = f~a [(o.5)(Kdd')-(l.5)(Kcd)(Qc'd')-(l.5)(Kde)(Qd'e'D 
= (?.s2~ CTo.5) (0.850) ~ (1 .5)(0.687) (0.345) - (1.s) (o.687) (o.345~ 
= -0.151 
r de = !~a Qo. 5) (Kde) - (I .5) (Kde) (QdeU 
=@.52~ CTo.s) (o.687) - (1.5) (o.687) (0.155D 
=+0.096 
r de '.Z~a :[co.5) (Kcd) - (I ,5) (Kcd) (QcdD 
= ~.52~ ~0.5)(0.687) - c1.5)(0.6s7) co.155TI 
= + 0.096 
~-
rde' = !~a [-(1.5):(~d~):(Qd:•i,~,i~ -: ~.52SJ [-(1.5)(0.687)(0.345~ 
= - 0.187 
. . . 
rdc' = f~a [-(1.5)(Kcd)(Qc'd'~ =@.52~ [-(1.5)(0.687)(0.345~ 
= - 0.187 
~FMd = Vd- hd Qcd + Ve he Qd~ = (10) (6) (0.155) + (10) (2) (0.155) 
=+12.4 1 k 
Joint d' 
34 
,1 ,530) - (1 .5) (1,530) (0.345) 
== O. 738 
= 0 .850 
Ka,e• = Kdee• - (1.5) (Kd 1e 1 ) (Qd'e') ~ (1.530) ~ (1.5) (1.530) (0.345) 
= 0.738 




d'c' 0.317 rr<a, - 2.326 
Da,d 
K°a 1d 0.850 0.366 - ~)a, = 2.326 -
Ka, • 0.}~8 ~ . e b.317 o~·- = . -a 'e I 2.Ka I 2.326 -
35 
rd 1d = L~a, [(o. 5)(Kdd') - (l .5)(Kc'd')(Qcd) - (1.5)(Kd'e')(Qde~ 
= [o.43~ ~0.5) (0.850) - (1.5) (1.530) (0.155) - (1.5) (1.530) (o.155~ 
= - 0.123 
rd'e'= f~a, [(o.5)(Kd'e') - (1.5)(Kd'e')(Qd'e'~ 
== ~.430J ~0.5) c1.530) - c1.5) c1.530) co.345u 
==-0.012, 
rd'c'= f~a, [(o.5)(Kc'd') - (l.5)(Kc'd')(Qc'd')] 
=@.43~ ~0.5)(1.530) - (1.5)(1.530)(0.345~ 
=-0.012 
rd'e = f~a• [-(l.5)(Kd'e')(QdeD= [o.430][--(1.5)(1.530)(0.155~ 
=-0.153 
rd'c _:___ L~a, [-(1.5)(Kc'd')(QcdTI= lo,43~f-(1.5)(1.530)(o:155~ 
=-0.153 
2,FMd' == Vd .hd Qc 1d 1 + Ve he Qd 1e 1 
'k = +27 .6 
Joint e 
K~'( 
ee• K ee 1 
K·'· + K·'· ed ee' 
(10) (6) (0.345) + (10) (2) (0.345) 













r ee, !~~°' [ (0 .5) (Kee,) - (1 ,5) (Kde) (Qd 'e, ~ 
e 
= [o.12~ [co.5> co.850> ::_ c1.5> co.6a1> co.345B 
= + 0.050 
red = !~~ [co.5) (Kde) - (1.5) (Kde) (QdeTI 
= ~-.12~ [co.5> co.687) - c1.5) co.687) co.155B 
= + 0.133 
36 
red'= !~~ [-(1.5)(Kde}(Qd'e'E = ~o.727~[-(1.5)(0.687)(0.345TI 
- 0.259 
2,FM = . V h .Qd e e e e (10) (2) (0.155) 
= +3.1'k 
Joint e• 
(1.530)-:- (1.5) (1,530) (0,345) 
0.738 
Ki< 
e 1e - Ke 1e K ee 1 0.850 
2.K~°', - K:'d' + K·'· e e1e 1.588 
D~'d'= 
K:'d' O.ZJ8 0.465 '.2,'K~'c, 1 .588 e 
K~°' 0.820 
D~°', = e 1e 0.535 2K·'· l .588 -e e e• 
z~~. [co. 5)(Ke 1e) - (1. 5)(Kd 1e 1 ){QdeB 
= ~.630] [co.5) (0.8510) - (1.5)(1.530) (0.155~ 
+ 0.043 
re'd'- !~~. [co.5)(Kd 1 e 1 ) -(J.5)(Kd 1 e 1 )(Qd 1e 1D 
= [o.630J CTo.5) c1.530) ._ c1.5) c1.530)(0.345~ 
= - 0.017 





3. Carry-Over Moment Procedure 
[o.63~ r-<1.5) (1.530) (o.155~ 
A joint moment equation is written for each joint in the form of 
Eq. (9b). Column headings in TABLE II are for individual joints and 
the respective carry-over factors are shown in the top eight rows of 
the tab le. The carry-over procedure is started at joint b with the 
fixed end joint moment of-(+4o.o). This value is carried over to 
the other joints using the carry-over factors from joint bas shown. 
37 
A double line is drawn under the value (-40.0) so that it may be sum-
med when· the distribution is completed to obtain. the final joint moment 
at b. The fixed end joint moment and the carry-over moment at joint 
b I are then summed to obtain the value (- 97. 3). This is carried over 
to other joints and the procedure is continued unti 1 the carry-over 
moments approach zero, or it mayibe stopped at any time dep~nding on 
the accuracy desired. The final joint moments are found by summing 
38 
the fixed end joint moments and the carry-over moments. This may be 
facilitated by summing only the values that are immediately above each 
double line. 
4. Numerical Check 
.A numerical check may be performed by substituting the final joint 
moments I from TABLE 11 in the right side of Eq. (9b). The joint moment 
obtained must check with that in TABLE 11. 
-(0.133) (-114.0) (-0.211) (=159.1) - (23.3) --41.8'k 
= -(0) (-159.1) (-0.266) (-114.0) - (46.7) --n.o'k 
= -(-0.342)(-159.1) - (0.184)(-81.3) - (-0.294)(-117.3) - (40.0) 
=-114.o'k 
=-(=0.431)(-114.0) - (-0.370)(-81.3) - (0)(-117.3) - (80.0) 
= -(0.133) (-114.0) - (-0.211) (-159. 1) - (-0.276) (-117.3) 
-(0.096) (-25.5) - (-o. 153)(-43.6) - (26.0) 




CARRY-OVER MOMENT SOLUTION 
Joint a a• b b' C c• d d' e e• 
Carry-Over Factors -,133,' +.266/ 
b 
"-"·431 "- .133 ....... 266 
II II +.211; o; +, 342 .,r 
b~ 
,+.211 0 
II II -.184; +, 370; c' ,+,347 ,- .060 ,+.116 
II II + ,294,t' o, +.276; C ,+.092 ,+.007 
II " - , 09611' + .187," ·" ,+.151 ,-.096 ,+.187 
II II +, 153; +.012, +.123 ," ~ 'l\.+,153 ,+.012 
II II •, 133 ,( +,259, &-"""'-. 050 
II II + .224, ·+.017,; •.043.; i:? 
Fixed End Joint Mom, - 23,3 - 46,7 . 40.0 - 80.0 . 26.0 . 54,0 - 12,4 - 27,6 . 3, I - 6,9 
• 5,2 . 10,6 - 40.0 - 17. 3 + 5 .2 - 10.6 
- 20.6 . 0 . 33,3 - 97 ,3 - 20.6 0 
+ 7,6 - 15. 3 - 41.4 - 14,3 + 2.5 . 4.8 
- 23. 2 0 - 21.8 - 78,9 - 7 .2 - 0.6 
+ 1.6 - 3.2 - 17. I - 2 .6 + 1.6 . 3 ,2 
.:. •. , 5 .4 - 0.4 - 4.4 - 35 .6 - 5 .4 . 0.4 
+ 6.5 - 13.0 - 48.9 - 21. I. + 6,5 - 13,0 + 0,9 - 1.8 - 6.9 + 0.3 . 7, 7 - 0 - 12.5 - 36.4 - 7 ,7 0 - 2,3 . 0.2 + 0,4 . 10,2 
i-f', 
+· 4.8 - 9,9 - 26.8 - 9,2 + 1.6 - 3. I 
- 7 .6 0 - 7, I - 25.8 - 2.4 - 0.2 
+ 0.6 - 1.2 - 6.6 - 1.0 + o.6 . 1.2 
- 1.0 - 0.1 . 0.8 - 6.3 - 1.0 - Q .• 1 
+ 2.0 - 4.1 - 15. 3 - 6.6 .+ 2.0 - 4.1 0 0 0 0 
- 3 ,5 0 - 5,4 - 16.5 - 3 ,5 ·o - 0.3 0 + 0.1 - 1. 3 
-,,,.. 
+ I. 7 - 3, 3 - 9.,0 - 3. I + 0.5 - 1.0 
- 2.5 0 - 2. 3 -. 8.5 - 0,8 - 0.1 
+ 0 .. 1 - o. 3 - 1.4 - 0.2 + 0.1 - ti. 3 
' - 0.2 0 - 0.2 - I. 3 - 0.2 0 
+ 6.8 - 1.6 - 6.2 - 2.6 + 0.8 - 1.6 0 0 0 0 
< - I. 2 0 - 2 .o - 5,9 - I .2 0 - 0.1 0 0 - 0.3 
+ 0.5 - 1.0 - 2 .8 - 1.0 + 0.2 - 0,3 
- 0.8 0 - 0.7 - 2.6 . 0.2 0 
0 - 0.1 - 0.3 0 0 - 0.1 
0 0 0 - 0.3 0 0 
+ 0,3 - 0.6 - 2. 3 - 1.0 + 0.3 - o.6 0 0 0 0 
- 0.4 0 - 0. 7 - 2 .0 - 0.4 0 0 0 0 - 0.1 
+ 0.2 - 0.3 - a.a - 0.3 0 - 0.1 
- 0.3 0 - 0.3 - 1.0 - 0.1 0 
0 0 - 0.1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.1 0 0 
+ 0.1 - 0.2 - 0.8 - o. 3 + 0.1 - 0.2 0 0 0 0 
- 0.1 0 - 0.2 - o.6 - 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 0.1 - 0.2 - 0.1 0 0 
- 0.1 0 - 0.1 - 0.3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 0.1 - 0.3 - 0.1 0 - 0.1 0 0 0 0 
- 0.1 0 - 0.1 - 0. 3 - 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 0.1 - 0.2 - 0.1 0 0 
- 0.1 0 - 0.1 - 0.2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.1 0 .o 0 0 0 
Fina I Joint Moment - 42.0 - 76.9 - 114.0 - 159, I - 81. 3 - 117. 3 - 25,5 - 43.6 - 6.9 - II .8 
-(-0.266) (-114.0) - (0) (-159.3) - (-0.347) (-81 .3) 
-(-0. 187)(-25.5) - (-0.012) (-43.6) - (54.0) 




-(0.133) (-6.9) - (-0.224)(-11.8) - (12.4) = ~ 25.4 1 k 
-(-0.116)(-81.3) - (-0.007)(-117.3) - (-0.151)(-25.5) 
-(-0.259)(-6.9) - (-O.Ol7)(-1L8) - (27.6) 
JM -rd JMd - rd 1 JMd 1 - r I JM 1 - FM e e e e e e e 
=(0.096)(-25.5) - (-0.153)(-43.6) - (0.043)(-11.8) (3.1) 
6.9'k 
JM ,~ -rd 1 JMd - rd' 1 JMd 1 - r 1 JM - FMe• e e e ee e 
-(-0. !87) (-25.5) - (-0.012) (-43.6) - (0.050) (-6.9) (6.9) 
5. Fina 1 End Moments 
The final end moments are found by substituting the final joint 
moments from TABLE I I into Eq. (10c). 
(0) (-42.0) + (0.133) (-114.0) + (0) (-76.9) + (-0.211) (-159.1) 
+(14) (10) (0.167) 
41 
== (0) (-76.9)_ + (0) (-159. 1-) + -(.P.){-42-~-0) + (-0.266) (-114.0) 
+(14) (10) (0.333) 'k =+77.1 
= (0.400-)J-1 l4.0-) + (0-) (-42.0) + (-0.211) (-159.0) + (0) (-76.9) 
+(14) (10) (0.167) 
Dr;,b 
Mbb I = 06b I JMb + -y---JMb I 
= (0.200) (-114.0) + (0.5) (0.160) (-159.1) 
Mbc = D·b:c JMb + r bJM + rb, JMb 1 + r I bJM 1 + V h Qb . e e e e C e e e · e 
== ( 0 . 400) (- 114 . 0) + ( 0. 184) ( -8 1 . 3) + ( -o . 2 11 ) ( - 15 9 . 1 ) 
+(-0.294) (-117 .3) + (10) (10) (0.167) 
= (0-.42-0}-( ... I 59·:·l) + (0) (-76. 9} + (-0. 266) (-114. 0) 
+(o) (=42.0) + ((14) (10)(0.333) 
0Gb 1 
Mb I b = Dr; I b JMb I + ~JMb 
= (0.160) (-159.1) + (0.50) (0.200) (-114.0) 
Mb I .= o~b·: I I JMb I+ r I b I JM I+ rb e JMb + r b I JM + V h Qb I I e C e. e e e . C C ,e • e 
= (C.420) (-159.1) + (o) (-117 .3) + (-0.266) (-114.o) 
+ (-0.370) (-81.3) + (10) (10) (0.333) 
= (0.554)(-81.3) + (0.133)(-114.0) + (-0.294)(-117.3) 
+·(-0.211) (-159.1) + (10) (10) (0.167) 
D"\' e'e 
Mee•= D~e•JMe+ ~Jt\,. 
(0.275) (-81 ,3) + (0.50) (0.221) (-117 .3) 
'k = -35,5 · 
= + 10.2 1 k 
= -36.9 1 k 
'k 
= -35.3 . 
= (0.171)(-81.3) + (0.096)(-25.5) + (-0.092)(-117.3) 
+ ( -o . 15 3 )( -4 3 . 6) + ( 6 )( 1 O )( O • 1 5 5) 
M 'b 1=0~·- 1 b 1JM 1 + rb, ,JMb,+ r b 1 JM + rb ,JMb+ V h Qb' 1 C C C C C C C C C C 
= (0.588) (-117 .3) + (0) (-159.1) + (-0.370) (-81.3) 
+(-0.266) (-114.0) + (10) (10) (0,333) 
o-·-cc' M = D-1, JM + --JM c'c c 1c c 1 2 c 
= (0.221) (-117 .3) + (0.50) (0.275) (-81.3) 
= ( 0 . 191 ) ( - I l 7 . 3) + ( -0 . 01 2) ( -4 3 . 6) + ( - 0 . 116) ( -8 I . 3) 
+(-0.187) (-25.5) + (6) (10) (0.345) 
== (b.277) (-25.5) + (0.060) (=81.3) + (-0.153) (-43.6) 
+ ( -0 . 09 2) ( - 1 1 7 . 3) + ( 6) ( I O) ( O . 15 5) 
Da°ed 
Mdd, = Dad ,JMd + ~JMd, 
= (0.446) (-25.5) + (0.50) {0.366) (-43.6) 
= (0.277)(-25.5) + (0.133)(-6.9) + (-0.153)(-43.6) 
+(-0.224) ("":11 .8) + (2) (10) (0.155) 
= (0.317)(-43.6) + (-0.007)(-117.3) + (-0.187)(-25.5) 
+ (-0. 116) (=81 .3) + (6) (10) (0.345) 
42 
= + 10.s'k 
= + 24.8 1 k 
= - 37 .2 'k 
= + 13.0 1 k 
= + 14.8 1 k 
'k 
~ - 19 .4 
=+21.9'k 
== (0.366) (-43.6) -t- (0.50) (0.446) (-25.5) 
== ( o . 317 )(-4 3 . 6) + (-o . o 1 7) (-1 1 . 8) + ( -o . 18 7) (-25 . 5) 
-t-(-0.259) (-6.9) + (2) (10) (0,345) 
= (0.383)(-6.9)-t- (0.096)(-25,5) + (-0.224)(-11.8) 
+(-0.153) (-43.6) + (2) (10) (0.155) 
o~·( 
e 1 e 
M 1 = D,'( 1 JM -t- -2 JM 1 ee ee e e 
= (0.617) (-6.9) -t- (0.50) (0.535) (-11 .8) 
M ad,..... o~i: ad i JM • + r·d a· . • JMd • + r d • JM + rd • JMd + V h Qd • • e e e . e e e e e e e 
= (0.465) (-11.8) -t- (-:O.Ol2H'."'43.:6) -t- (-0.259) (-6.9) 
-t-(-0.187) (-25.5) + (2) (10) (0,345) 
D·'· ee 1 
M 1 = o~·: 1 JM 1 + --JM e e e e e 2 e 
= (0.535) (-11.8) -t- (0.50) (0.617) (-6.9) 
43 
+ a.5'k 
- - 8.4 1 k 
CHAPTER VI I I 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this investigation the joint moments due to sidesway are found 
directly rath~r than resorting to the solution of a number of simul-
taneous equations. This approach was used by Heller (4) for two column 
multistory bents with equal column stiffness. 
A I though the numer i ca I examp 1 e required the ca 1 cu I at ion of thirty-
six 1 r 1 values that would not be required in moment distribution, only 
one distribution table was required whereas ln moment distribution a 
distribution table would be necessary for each story in the structure .. 
. Also the solution of a set of simultaneous equations would be required. 
A count of the arithmetical operations performed in the numerical 
example (the example was also solved by moment distribution) resulted 
in the following comparison. 
Method 
Carry-Over Joint Moment 
Moment Distribution 
Approximate number of operations 





The solution of the simultaneous equations was included in the moment 
distribution total. 
The use of approximate methods of analysis such as the portal 
method, cantl lever method, K-percentage, etc., does not give results 
sufficiently accurate for design in this type of structure due to the 
unequal column stiffness. 
44 
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The author is an instructor in a course on multistory steel bui !d-
ings in the School of Architecture at Oklahoma State University and has 
had occasion to use the various types of analysis in common use for ta! I 
bui !ding frames. It is believed that the carry-over moment procedure 
as presented in this study has an excel Jent potential for1 use in the 
analysis of irregular multistory frames, and that with further investi-
gation it may be adapted to multibay frames. 
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